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OVERVIEW

Jobs need to be at the heart of economic development policies in Zambia. Recognizing the role of jobs in making Zambia a more equal middle-income country, the Government of Zambia has prioritized job creation in its Vision 2030 and National Strategy on Job Creation and Industrialization by setting a goal to create one million jobs in key sectors over the next five years. While Zambia’s economy was growing rapidly between 2000 and 2014, employment growth did not keep up, and the poverty rate hardly declined. Jobs have been created, but mainly in low-productivity activities such as in the informal sector. Structural transformations have started with labor moving out of rural areas and agriculture, into Lusaka, and into wage employment. Most Zambians remain farmers, and labor productivity growth came not from within agriculture, but from shifts out of the sector and into services and, to a lesser extent, into industry. Consequently, there are widening gaps in labor market outcomes and earnings across Zambia, between formal and informal workers, between rural and urban workers, between regions in the country, and between unskilled and skilled workers. With a rapidly growing workforce and declining dependency ratios, demography will move in Zambia’s favor over the next two generations. However, this will be an asset only if Zambia’s economy can generate faster growth of jobs with higher productivity, particularly in smallholder agriculture, and into secondary towns as more young people enter the workforce. This report has three main objectives. First, it outlines the main challenges to Zambia’s jobs agenda at the macro, household, and firm levels. Second, it takes a closer look at jobs at a sectoral level, with a focus on agribusiness value chains that illustrates the potential for job creation in high-potential sectors. Lastly, it presents a set of policies that may be prioritized by policymakers as part of implementing a jobs strategy through creating more formal sector jobs, improving the quality of informal sector jobs, and connecting vulnerable population groups to jobs.
I. ECONOMIC GROWTH AND JOBS

Despite sustained growth leading up to 2015, Zambia was unable to significantly improve the number and distribution of jobs, or the lives of the rural poor. Since the early 2000s, a copper-driven boom and a private sector investment response to the better business environment led to rapid economic growth. While the economy was severely affected by the triple shocks of 2015 and 2016, which were copper downturn, poor harvest, and power shortages, there are signs of recovery in 2017. However, despite the sustained growth leading up to 2015, the number and distribution of jobs did not change in a meaningful way (see Figure 1), and thus, the poverty rate hardly declined during the period of growth; absolute poverty remains very high, especially in rural areas (see Figure 2). Indeed, although structural transformations have started with labor moving out of rural areas and agriculture into Lusaka and into wage employment, most workers are still own-account smallholder farmers, and off-farm jobs have been created mainly in low-productivity activities, often in the informal service sector.

Zambia’s impressive economic growth has delivered less impressive jobs outcomes. The economy grew by an annual average of 7.3 percent between 2000 and 2014, and per capita GDP grew by 4.3 percent. At the same time, employment grew by only 2.81 percent per year. The implied employment elasticity of growth for the period of just 0.28 is significantly lower than the 0.49 estimated elasticity for comparable lower-middle-income countries. As Figure 3 shows, virtually all growth in value added per worker was due to productivity growth, as opposed to gains in employment or participation, or due to Zambia’s demographic advantage.

However, this labor productivity growth came not from within sectors, but from employment shifts across sectors, specifically the movement of workers out of agriculture and into services and industry. Of the 4.35 percent annual growth in value added per worker in Zambia between 2000 and 2014, 3.6 percent came from the shift of employment out of agriculture and into services and to a lesser extent, to industry.

Figure 1
GDP versus employment growth, World Development Indicator (WDI) and International Labour Organization (ILO) estimates
Figure 2
Growth since 2003 has been rapid but unequal

Figure 3
Decomposition of growth in per capita value added, Zambia 2000–2014
Figure 4 shows the decomposition of inter-sectoral shifts and within sector changes in value added per worker, and highlights that over 80 percent of the gains are associated with the shift from agriculture to services over the period 2000–2014. Throughout the period, labor productivity in agriculture and services was nearly stagnant.

At the heart of Zambia’s challenge to reduce poverty with economic growth seems to be the low productivity of agriculture for the majority of poor Zambians, who are farmers – but it may also present an opportunity. Sixty percent of Zambians, and up to 80 percent outside the main cities, work in agriculture where value added per worker has remained flat since 2000. Scant capitalization and insufficient market linkages to commercial buyers often keep smallholders operating under capacity and under the economies of scale needed to improve productivity, as documented in the mapping of the poultry and aquaculture value chains (see Box 1 on poultry and Box 2 on aquaculture). However, commercial farming and agro-processing in Zambia have been expanding in recent times, and agro-based goods account for almost half of non-copper exports. To reach a large enough number of poor Zambians, especially women, a job-rich and inclusive growth path will need to be designed around agro-value chains and expanded cross-border export trade in these products.
II. THE WORKFORCE

Zambia remains one of Africa’s youngest countries by median age. Over the next two generations, demography will move in Zambia's favor as the dependency ratio falls. But this fall in dependency will be an asset only if Zambia’s economy can generate faster growth of jobs with higher productivity. According to the UN’s mid-range population projections, at least 375,000 young people on average will enter the workforce each year to 2030. Between 2030 and 2050, this average number doubles to 747,000 jobs per year, just to keep the present-day rates of labor force participation and employment fixed.

Labor force participation is generally high in Zambia. It seems to be falling in rural areas but rising in urban areas. High labor force participation is common in low- and lower-middle-income countries, where poorer people cannot afford not to work. The 2014 Labor Force Survey (LFS) puts the share of employed females and males even at about 91 percent (see Figure 5). The share of those in Zambia who were not in the labor force who were living in rural areas increased from about 9 percent in 2008 to about 40 percent in 2014. Labor force participation in aggregate has declined slightly since 2008, and may be due to a decline in participation in rural areas. In contrast, the share of working age people in the labor force in urban areas seems to have improved between 2008 and 2014.

Whereas informal is normal for workers in Zambia, in common with other countries in Southern Africa, the formal sector is quite well represented in the jobs landscape, and formality has been increasing. Figure 6 (left side) uses data from the 2010 Living Conditions Monitoring Survey (LCMS) to show the breakdown of employment. In 2010, the data suggest that only 17 percent of Zambian employment was in waged work, and of this, only 13 percent was formal, and just 7 percent was private and formal; 6 percent, roughly half of the formal waged workers, were public sector workers. On the right side of Figure 6, the 2008 and 2012 labor force surveys help assess changes in the share of employment, classifying workers as rural or urban, and formal or informal. However, formal employment in rural agriculture increased, and employment in

---

1 The increased rate of growth of the labor force is due to the larger population rather than due to a fertility boost. In fact, population growth is expected to be slower in the 2030–2050 period as secondary schooling improvements, health advances, and higher prosperity lead to lower fertility.

2 The formality definition depends on whether the worker has a contract or receives overtime or social security benefits.
urban agriculture, both formal and informal, increased its collective share of employment by 1 percent. Rural informal and formal wholesale and retail employment, and rural informal construction and other services also increased in employment share as rural agriculture’s share fell. Within urban areas, formal employment in manufacturing, construction, wholesale and retail, and other services increased. The net effect was an increase in formal and urban jobs relative to rural and informal jobs.

Underemployment seems to be increasing as new young workers enter the workforce, especially in rural areas, for both women and men, and particularly increasing in urban service sectors that are the driver of a lot of the new job creation. Many of the new jobs created have been in self-employment and household-based unpaid work in the informal sector. The share of workers aged 15–64 in agriculture fell from 71 percent in 2008 to just 33 percent in 2014, according to the Labor Force Surveys. The share in services rose from 21 to 36 percent, whereas the share in industry remained at 7 percent. There have been healthy signs of increases in the shares of both formal and waged jobs in Zambia. The share of working age people who were waged employees rose from 17 to 29 percent between the 2008 and 2014 Labor Force Surveys, with private sector waged work rising from 12 to 21 percent. The share of self-employed non-agricultural workers rose from 11 to 28 percent, while the share of self-employed in agriculture fell from 31 to 18 percent. However, the bulk of the new jobs in urban-based services are in the informal sector. The average number of hours worked by an informal service worker in urban areas fell as more and more young people moved to towns and cities, leading to underemployment, especially for youth.

Skills development is the key to ensuring poorer people benefit from economic growth. Skills are fetching a premium on the labor market, and those without skills are less likely to get better jobs, and more likely to be inactive. Young people appear to be staying in school longer and are more inclined to be working and in school, rather than just in school. Gender does not matter as much as experience for the decision to work, but it is a strong determinant of the type of work a person is able to get, and of their earnings in the job.

Figure 6
The composition of formal and informal work in Zambia (2010 and 2008–12)

Source: Authors’ calculations and “Zambia’s Jobs Challenge: Realities on the Ground” WB (2013) chapter 2, Using LCMS 2010. Percentages are of employed (4.574 M). For example, formal wage work is 13 percent of all employed.

3 The 2014 LFS in Zambia has a high share of respondents missing in employment type and sector share, and weights differ between the 2008 LFS (based on the 2002 census) and the 2012 LFS (based on 2010 population census), so comparisons over time between 2008 and 2012 are only approximations.
At the same time, the public sector is absorbing more skilled people and pays more, which makes competition for skilled workers high. The public sector and professions have absorbed university graduates in the 2008–12 period, and roughly half of formal waged workers were public sector workers at around 6 out of 13 percent formal employment. The public sector appears to be paying higher wages than the private sector for similar education, location, gender, and experience. This wage disparity could encourage youth to pursue university degrees and wait for these jobs, aggravating an already significant skills gap in the private sector.

Widening gaps in productivity and in earnings contribute to the rising inequality in Zambia. Earnings gaps in Zambia have widened, between formal and informal workers (see Figure 7), between rural and urban workers, between regions in the country, and between unskilled and skilled workers. A similar duality is observed in the poultry sector between smallholders and commercial farms (see Box 1), where most small Zambian farmers do not benefit from productivity and earnings growth related to commercial market access. Women earn around 20 percent less than men, and 13 percent less after adjusting for selection into particular types of work, but the gender wage gap seems to be narrowing slightly over time. Gaps also widened between public sector workers and the private sector, as the government granted quite generous pay raises. These dualistic trends go some way to explaining why, despite globally high GDP growth, Zambia has done much less well in reducing poverty than several African countries that have grown more slowly.

Zambia also faces jobs challenges and opportunities to include women and the bottom 40 percent of poor Zambians in the growth process. Most of the poor in Zambia are farmers, and the least mobile workers have been found to be women. To be inclusive, a jobs strategy for Zambia would need to promote higher productivity jobs in the places where the poor, and especially where poor women, live. Spatial analysis shows clusters of dense poverty in the east and north; our data on agribusiness firm creation suggest high potential for wage job growth and improved smallholder linkages in the same places. Within agriculture, high-growth-potential value chains that link to agro-processing firms, as well as to feed-producing small-scale farmers upstream could help create jobs, including for youth and low-skilled workers. Examples of such value chains include beef and dairy, which have the potential for creating as many as a hundred thousand formal jobs. This impact is estimated to be in addition to increasing productivity for the more than 300,000 farmers who own cattle and creating incremental demand for the hundreds of thousands smallholders along the cattle feed value chain. The current study by the Let’s Work Partnership focused on complementary livestock sectors—poultry and aquaculture—which similarly have the potential to create jobs along the entire value chain by increasing demand for smallholder production of feed inputs, expanding linkages between outgrowers and commercial farms for rearing, and creating formal employment in processing and distribution (see Box 1 and Box 2).

---

III. LABOR DEMAND IN THE FORMAL SECTOR

Whereas most Zambian firms are informal, young, and small, most employment among establishments is in larger, formal, and slightly older firms. Sixty-eight percent of firms in the 2012 Economic Census were reported as informal, and only 32 percent were formal (see Figure 8). However, formal firms were much larger on average, accounting for 72 percent of employment. Large firms with over 100 employees represent less than 2 percent of firms, but account for almost half (47 percent) of jobs in establishments.

There are large and foreign firms of all ages across most sectors, mixed in with plenty of smaller and informal firms and self-employed workers. This not only sends the message that Zambia is open for business, but also allows potential scope to connect large and small-scale firms in value chains in specific locations. The size and age structure of establishments is relatively healthy, and the country has a good track record in attracting foreign investment and relatively high formality in employment, in common with other Southern African economies.

The following findings warrant further analysis, however, and could have implications for a jobs strategy for Zambia:

1. Micro firm survival seems low, and yet smaller firms, while having lower output per worker, seem to have value added per worker that is similar to larger firms (see Figure 9). Yet, adjusting for location and industry fixed effects, regression results confirm that relative to small, young, and domestic private firms, older, foreign, public, and exporting firms are more productive, with foreign firms much more so. At the same time, the differences in value added per worker across sectors remain large (see Figure 10).

2. Whereas entry and foreign investment in the manufacturing sector have been buoyant, manufacturing productivity, or output per worker, shows up in regressions controlling for other characteristics to be lower than in other sectors.

3. This suggests possible dual economy features may be at work, and/or that Zambia's economy may be lacking in spillovers or selection, i.e., that inefficient firms can coexist with efficient firms in the same sectors. The evidence for a lack of selection does not seem to be borne out by the findings on entry and firm growth with age – both of which would suggest that firms face incentives through competition and entry to innovate and expand with age.

Figure 8
Most firms are informal, but most employment is in formal firms
4. Productivity among the largest firms with 50 staff or more is lower than for small young entrants after adjusting for other factors. Firms with market power and sales are less productive, and perhaps most troubling, manufacturing appears to be the least productive sector in terms of value added per worker, after controlling for other fixed effects. Like value added per worker, output per worker is also negatively associated with average size of the firm, suggesting that on average, firms do not enjoy economies of scale.

5. The distribution of labor productivity across mining, manufacturing, and commerce is bimodal in Zambia, pointing to either asymmetric costs, unfair competition, or most likely, dualism in these sectors. This is also observed in agriculture sub-sectors, between large farms and smallholders, as in the case of poultry (see Box 1).

Spatially, two-thirds of all firms and all jobs in establishments are in Copperbelt and Lusaka alone. Adding the Southern and Central regions, this rises to over 80 percent of firms and jobs in establishments concentrated in the central corridor of the country – meaning many poor people and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are within reach of the value chains of successful formal sector firms. Firms and jobs are concentrated in services, although a significant share of jobs in Zambia, particularly within larger firms, are in traded goods sectors such as agriculture, mining, and manufacturing, and in particular, in commercial agriculture and agro-processing. Most of the good formal sector waged jobs, and most of the jobs in new formal sector firms, are in Lusaka and the central road corridor from Copperbelt to Lusaka. This is an area of high crop potential, is densely populated, has good access to markets by road, and also has a high poverty density. A jobs strategy for Zambia should investigate the potential to develop more jobs with higher productivity in the densely populated and poor regions of the Eastern and Northern Provinces. Growth in agro-processing could bolster a jobs strategy in Zambia, because agro-firms co-locate with high poverty density, which is closely correlated with high concentrations of self-employed and unpaid family workers in agriculture. Figure 11 illustrates this potential: the top panel maps self-employed and unpaid workers who closely track the areas with highest poverty density, while the bottom panel shows the distribution of agro-processing firms and highlights the areas of highest agro-processing market potential.

The challenge is to overcome the persistent duality between low-productivity smallholder agriculture, where the majority of Zambians, particularly poor Zambians, work, and high-productivity modern agribusiness firms. Small-scale producers and modern commercial operations operate in parallel, with smallholders typically using backward production systems with scant capitalization. The poultry sector is a good example (see Box 1). Small-scale farmers (SSFs) make up 90 percent of growers and account for 65 percent of production.5 According to the Poultry Association of Zambia (PAZ), there are almost 35,000 small-scale and over 180 large commercial broiler farms in Zambia.

---

5 In Zambia, smallholders' are defined as cultivating up to 20 hectares (ha) of land. The category of smallholder is the sum total of small-scale farmers (SSFs), defined as cultivating less than five ha of land, and emergent farmers, defined as cultivating 5–20 ha.
Figure 11
Self-employed farmers and unpaid agricultural workers, who closely track Zambia’s poverty density map, are co-located with firms and market opportunities in agro-processing.

DATA SOURCES:
ZAMBIA BUSINESS REGISTER 2010
ZAMBIA HOUSING AND POPULATION CENSUS
BOX 1: JOBS IN THE POULTRY VALUE CHAIN

Demand for poultry, the main source of meat in Zambia, is expected to continue to increase, creating job opportunities that could provide livelihoods for the rural poor, youth, and women. Yet the poultry value chain (VC) exhibits the dichotomy between a traditional and a modern production and marketing system. In the traditional production system, small-scale farmers (SSFs) raise birds and sell them with little value addition to individual customers on the live market. The process is labor-intensive and relatively unproductive, which leaves many farmers with meager incomes. In the modern production system, large commercial farms (LCFs) optimize margins through economies of scale, up-to-date technologies, and high-yield farming practices. Unlike SSFs, the linkages between LCFs and processors allow the large producers to add value to their products, which are sold to large off-takers and on the large informal export market.

From a jobs perspective, there is a need to examine how SSFs can benefit as the sector modernizes. It is estimated that the broiler VC currently provides approximately 31,000 jobs, of which over 25,000 are in the traditional model and over 5,000 in the modern model. In the traditional production model dominated by SSFs, most jobs are on broiler farms. In contrast, the lion’s share of jobs in the modern production model is not in rearing birds but in feed production, since productivity on broiler farms is significantly higher. The development of the sector with good, or productive, jobs for SSFs will hinge on expansion of feed production linked to the supply chains of LCFs that will rear and process the bulk of broiler chickens.

Two scenarios for job creation by 2022 highlight the jobs potential of the broiler VC, assuming natural population growth and increasing per capita consumption. In the first scenario, which assumes constant market shares between the traditional and the modern production system, the broiler VC could create an additional 16,000 jobs. Over 80 percent of these jobs would be located in the traditional production model, primarily as low-skill employment on small broiler farms. In a second scenario, where all additional demand is captured by LCFs of the modern sector, the VC has the potential to create 8,500 additional jobs in the modern production model. Many of these additional jobs would be created on maize and soy producing farms through backward linkages to the feed sector. Almost one-third of the additional jobs are created on large broiler farms and may be considered better quality employment in the formal sector. Since the relatively unproductive traditional model is unlikely to sustain competition with more industrialized production, a shift toward the modern production model, as showcased in the second scenario, is expected.

It is important to adopt job-friendly policies that will support the integration of smallholder farms in this increasingly industrializing sector in terms of broiler and feed production. Promoting outgrower and aggregator strategies in broiler production is one way to realize this, as smallholders receive the training and capital necessary to integrate into the supply chains of larger farms. Another priority policy area to support agricultural production is improving electricity access and investing in alternative power sources, as frequent load shedding reduces productivity on small farms that cannot afford generators. Reducing exchange rate volatility is also needed to stabilize input costs, particularly of feed premixes and additives that are imported, which will help SSFs better plan their investments and production cycles. Further, more efficient agricultural policies can reduce distortion on the maize market and thus lower the costs of stock feed production.
The aquaculture sector has a large demand gap that is currently filled by imports, despite Zambia’s abundance of water resources. Fish is a popular staple and the second most affordable animal protein source after poultry. Production of fish, mostly tilapia, from aquaculture, i.e., farmed in floating cages or in purpose built ponds, is largely for the domestic market. It is estimated that there is unmet demand of over 77,000 metric tons (MT) per year. Trends in import data reinforce this finding, as the trade statistics show a more than 15-fold increase in fish imports to Zambia over the last 10 years. Yet production and competitiveness in the sector are constrained by raw material costs. High feed prices and insufficient supply of fingerlings, or juvenile fish, are resulting in poor quality and productivity among SSFs.

Expanding the Zambian aquaculture VC holds potential to promote job creation, particularly among small-scale fish farmers. The estimated number of jobs in the sector is approximately 13,000, which are primarily on-farm jobs and often low-skilled. Due to the relatively large number of small aquaculture farms and relatively lower efficiency compared to the one LCF located in Lusaka, SSFs provide the bulk of the jobs in rearing fish. SSFs sell about 80 percent of their production to individual customers or collectors in local markets, i.e., farm-gate sales, in the absence of linkages with large buyers, such as processors. Two job growth scenarios showcase the potential for additional job creation in the sector. In the first scenario, it is assumed that increasing urbanization and a rising middle class will lead to a 25 percent increase in per capita consumption of fish. In combination with continuous population growth at current rates, this could lead to a total of almost 22,000 jobs by 2022, of which 8,600 would be new jobs. In the second scenario, if Zambia could increase domestic production to substitute 30 percent of current import volumes, an additional 13,000 jobs could be created. In both cases, the vast majority of these jobs would continue to be on-farm and low-skilled, and thus provide job opportunities for vulnerable groups with little skills or formal training.

Strengthening the input supply chain, expanding extension services, and improving access to capital are main priorities to unlock growth in the aquaculture VC. The input supply chain, especially for feed and fingerlings, needs to be strengthened to improve the quality and volumes produced by SSFs. Additional investments in hatcheries can help meet demand for high-quality fingerlings. Expanding extension services for SSFs to learn feeding and farming best practices can support greater yields and profitability. SSFs could benefit from greater financial access through funding strategies, contingent upon participation in training programs and use of quality fingerlings from formally registered hatcheries. For collectors and traders, many of whom are women and informal, the need is for working capital to expand activities in rural areas that are challenging to reach.

**BOX 2: JOBS IN THE AQUACULTURE VALUE CHAIN**

The aquaculture sector has a large demand gap that is currently filled by imports, despite Zambia’s abundance of water resources. Fish is a popular staple and the second most affordable animal protein source after poultry. Production of fish, mostly tilapia, from aquaculture, i.e., farmed in floating cages or in purpose built ponds, is largely for the domestic market. It is estimated that there is unmet demand of over 77,000 metric tons (MT) per year. Trends in import data reinforce this finding, as the trade statistics show a more than 15-fold increase in fish imports to Zambia over the last 10 years. Yet production and competitiveness in the sector are constrained by raw material costs. High feed prices and insufficient supply of fingerlings, or juvenile fish, are resulting in poor quality and productivity among SSFs.

Expanding the Zambian aquaculture VC holds potential to promote job creation, particularly among small-scale fish farmers. The estimated number of jobs in the sector is approximately 13,000, which are primarily on-farm jobs and often low-skilled. Due to the relatively large number of small aquaculture farms and relatively lower efficiency compared to the one LCF located in Lusaka, SSFs provide the bulk of the jobs in rearing fish. SSFs sell about 80 percent of their production to individual customers or collectors in local markets, i.e., farm-gate sales, in the absence of linkages with large buyers, such as processors. Two job growth scenarios showcase the potential for additional job creation in the sector. In the first scenario, it is assumed that increasing urbanization and a rising middle class will lead to a 25 percent increase in per capita consumption of fish. In combination with continuous population growth at current rates, this could lead to a total of almost 22,000 jobs by 2022, of which 8,600 would be new jobs. In the second scenario, if Zambia could increase domestic production to substitute 30 percent of current import volumes, an additional 13,000 jobs could be created. In both cases, the vast majority of these jobs would continue to be on-farm and low-skilled, and thus provide job opportunities for vulnerable groups with little skills or formal training.

Strengthening the input supply chain, expanding extension services, and improving access to capital are main priorities to unlock growth in the aquaculture VC. The input supply chain, especially for feed and fingerlings, needs to be strengthened to improve the quality and volumes produced by SSFs. Additional investments in hatcheries can help meet demand for high-quality fingerlings. Expanding extension services for SSFs to learn feeding and farming best practices can support greater yields and profitability. SSFs could benefit from greater financial access through funding strategies, contingent upon participation in training programs and use of quality fingerlings from formally registered hatcheries. For collectors and traders, many of whom are women and informal, the need is for working capital to expand activities in rural areas that are challenging to reach.
IV. A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR JOBS IN ZAMBIA

The Zambia Jobs Diagnostic makes it clear that achieving the World Bank’s Twin Goals of eradicating extreme poverty and boosting shared prosperity will require more, good jobs that vulnerable Zambians can access. This conclusion is reinforced by the World Bank’s forthcoming Zambia Systematic Country Diagnostic, which discusses the constraints to reducing poverty and inequality, and identifies potential pathways for achieving progress toward the Twin Goals. It is also consistent with the objectives set out in the Government of Zambia’s jobs- and employment-focused policies and programs.

Responding to the request of the government, this section outlines a suggested framework for a possible Jobs Action Plan, focused on three complementary objectives:

- Objective 1: Create more formal sector jobs;
- Objective 2: Improve the productivity and earnings of informal jobs, such as those in smallholder farming; and
- Objective 3: Connect vulnerable groups, such as women and youth, to better jobs.

Table 1 presents suggested elements for a possible Jobs Action Plan in matrix format, showing how three broad types of interventions can help with these objectives. These include policy fundamentals, including both macro-economic and regulatory policies; labor supply and labor market policies, including education, training, and skills policies; and interventions to improve labor market efficiency and the quality of jobs matches, such as labor market services and the rules governing formality; and sectoral and regional policies to increase labor demand by facilitating the growth of labor-intensive businesses.

---


### Table 1
A Jobs Action Plan matrix for Zambia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Objective 1: Job Creation</th>
<th>Objective 2: Job Quality</th>
<th>Objective 3: Job Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policies ↓</td>
<td>Create more formal sector jobs</td>
<td>Improve the productivity of informal jobs</td>
<td>Connect vulnerable groups (women and youth) to jobs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pillar 1: Macroeconomic and regulatory policies (fundamentals)**

1. Strengthen monetary and fiscal policy to mitigate effect of copper price fluctuations on job creation.
2. Keep jobs in mind when choosing tax instruments.
3. Re-think jobs in the public sector to maximize service coverage and quality while avoiding crowding out effects in the skilled labor market, e.g., through indirect service provision.
4. Improve product market regulation to increase competition and reduce entry costs for new firms.
5. Improve electricity regulation to strengthen supply and ensure affordable tariffs.

**Pillar 2: Strengthening labor supply and skills policies (supply)**

1. Expand education access with quality, especially for low income households and girls.
2. Improve the quality and market-relevance of Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) programs to address the needs of sectors with high jobs potential, linking service providers’ payments to trainees’ job placement and offering matching grants for in-firm training programs.
3. Design labor regulations to encourage the growth of formal jobs.
4. Train smallholder farmers for value chain inclusion, such as small animal husbandry, horticulture, and animal feed, especially women and youth.
5. Entrepreneurship development training for women and youth.
6. Construction sector training for youth: green building technology, site safety, and worker protection.

**Pillar 3: Sectoral and regional policies to create jobs (demand)**

1. Define priority sectors with high jobs potential (e.g., agribusiness, tourism, light manufacturing) in regions with high poverty density (center and east, outside Lusaka and Copperbelt).
2. Promote infrastructure development (using both public investments and PPPs, as appropriate) in irrigation, electricity and access roads.
3. Promote secondary town development including planning provision for industrial facilities.
4. Re-design subsidy policies to promote jobs-rich transformations, while protecting the poorest.

**PILLAR 1: DEVELOPING MACROECONOMIC AND REGULATORY POLICIES WITH JOBS IN MIND**

The first pillar of a possible Jobs Action Plan for Zambia would focus on macroeconomic and regulatory policies. These are the fundamentals that governments need to get right to create a solid basis for jobs-intensive growth. In Zambia, based on the analysis of the Jobs Diagnostic and other complementary studies, including the World Bank’s Zambia Economic Briefs and studies by ZIPAR, five issues stand out as possible priorities.

1. **Strengthen monetary and fiscal policy to mitigate the effect of copper price fluctuations on the investment climate and job creation.** In recent years, as is well known, terms of trade shifts linked to copper prices have had a negative impact on Zambia’s economy. To mitigate this effect, the government needs to adopt policies that support job creation and improve the investment climate. This includes:

   - **Policy recommendations**
     - Strengthen monetary and fiscal policy to mitigate the effect of copper price fluctuations on job creation.
     - Keep jobs in mind when choosing tax instruments.
     - Re-think jobs in the public sector to maximize service coverage and quality while avoiding crowding out effects in the skilled labor market, e.g., through indirect service provision.
     - Improve product market regulation to increase competition and reduce entry costs for new firms.
     - Improve electricity regulation to strengthen supply and ensure affordable tariffs.
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copper prices have been a dominant factor in economic management. While copper prices were high, the government allowed the exchange rate to appreciate and took advantage of the situation to expand relatively expensive, non-concessional borrowing, partly to finance expanded subsidy programs. When the copper price fell, it had to deal with rapid exchange rate depreciation and a debt management crisis, triggering the need for fiscal tightening and increased interest rates. The country also faced escalating domestic currency import prices for fuel and electricity. These combined with lower hydropower supply due to drought that, in turn, generated pressure for temporary subsidies to cushion firms against escalating costs, further exacerbating the fiscal problems. Such macro-fiscal instability is damaging to investors’ confidence as it generates uncertainty about parameters affecting price competitiveness and the availability of foreign exchange to purchase imported inputs. A better alternative would have been to adopt a medium-term vision through a counter-cyclical policy, by building up fiscal and foreign exchange buffers during the phase of high copper prices. Such buffers would help to ameliorate exchange rate fluctuations and strengthen Zambia’s macro-fiscal resilience in the face of a future fall in copper prices. More stable macroeconomic fundamentals would strengthen investors’ confidence and stimulate job-creating investments, especially in industries that rely on tradeable inputs, such as the imported animal feed premixes and additives that are needed for animal husbandry value chains.

2. **Keep jobs in mind when choosing tax instruments**\(^\text{11}\). There is an urgent need to reinforce government revenue in Zambia, in part to correct the debt overhang that was generated by the pro-cyclical borrowing strategy during the up-tick of the commodity price cycle, in part, to finance infrastructure investments, such as roads, electricity, and irrigation, that are needed to improve jobs outcomes in high-potential sectors and regions (see Pillar 3). But from the point of view of jobs, all taxes are not equal. Some taxes, such as personal income taxes and payroll taxes, tend to increase the price of labor and can discourage job creation and formalization. Other taxes, such as corporate income taxes, can make capital more expensive and discourage the capital investment needed to create jobs and increase productivity. From a jobs perspective, the best tax instruments to use are those which widen the tax base, are neutral to trade, don’t impact directly on labor and capital costs, and don’t distort factor markets, such as value-added taxes (VATs), road tolls, and property taxes. A gradual shift toward greater reliance on such instruments would be positive for the future of job-creating investments and for the formalization of economic activity, which, in turn, would help to enhance productivity growth and job quality by improving firms’ access to capital resources and scale economies.

3. **Re-think jobs in the public sector to maximize service coverage and quality while avoiding crowding out effects in the skilled labor market by increasing the use of indirect service delivery mechanisms.** Zambia has large deficits of services such as education and health that will need to expand to improve the quality of human capital. Given the large externalities linked to the consumption of those services and other market failures, such as capital constraints that limit poor households’ investments in the human capital of their children, the private sector will under-supply these services. The government will need to play an active role in financing their expansion. However, while it is tempting for politicians to see the creation of more public sector jobs as a way to help resolve the jobs crisis, it is also important to bear in mind the possible negative effect on jobs in the private sector. This matters, because it will be impossible to resolve Zambia’s jobs crisis without strong private sector growth. The Zambian public sector is already absorbing a large and increasing share of the country’s skilled labor: almost 60 percent of Zambians with post-secondary education now work in the public sector, much more than for any other educational group. In recent years, the relative earnings of skilled public sector workers have risen; they now earn 10 percent more on average than those with similar education levels in the private sector, compared with 23 percent less 10 years ago, and they enjoy greater job security. This trend is a source of concern for private firms that need to recruit well-educated professionals to take on leadership roles, because many graduates will prefer to queue to get a more lucrative public sector position. The public sector also pays considerable wage premiums for low-skilled labor, compared with earnings in the private sector, which contributes to fiscal pressure and reduces the service levels that are attainable within the available budgets in key areas such as education and health. Coherent and fair public sector remuneration policies, which take into account reasonable private market comparators, are needed to reduce such risks. The government could also explore alternative
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strategies to expand public services at a sustainable fiscal cost while ensuring service quality, such as well-regulated indirect service provision through community-based entities and where appropriate, private contractors. At the same time, the government should work to ensure that public sector workers deliver public services more efficiently, by tackling absenteeism and creating stronger accountability for service quality and results.

4. **Improve product market regulation to increase competition and reduce entry costs for new firms.** As shown in the Jobs Diagnostic, compared with other countries in the region, Zambia has a relatively good investment climate and a track record of attracting foreign investment. Nevertheless, in addition to the problems of macroeconomic instability noted above, other important weaknesses persist, including product-specific import and export bans; non-tariff barriers to trade, including long queues at border crossings; and apparent collusion between insider firms in markets such as grains, input markets, and fertilizer procurement. Such weaknesses usually favor incumbents and create barriers to entry for dynamic new firms that could generate additional jobs. Zambia should continue to work on an agenda of regulatory reforms to strengthen competition, innovation, and firm productivity growth, and to expand opportunities for diversification into sectors with good job creation potential such as light manufacturing, tourism, and agriculture.

5. **Improve electricity regulation to strengthen supply and ensure affordable tariffs.** For many value chains with high jobs potential, electricity is a key infrastructure service. In recent years, Zambia has experienced severe power cuts linked to a prolonged drought, high dependence on hydroelectric systems, and the high cost of importing power, exacerbated by exchange rate depreciation. As a result, Zambia's Doing Business ranking on getting electricity fell from 109th to 153rd out of 190 countries. Reforms are urgently required to provide incentives to expand generation capacity so Zambia can avoid unpredictable fluctuations in power supply and reduce the negative fiscal effects of periodic recurrence to expensive power imports. This would include establishing a fair rule for the pass-through of long-run marginal costs to consumer tariffs.

**PILLAR 2: STRENGTHENING LABOR REGULATIONS AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS**

The second pillar of a possible Jobs Action Plan for Zambia would focus on policies to improve the quality of the labor supply and achieve better market matches between the available stock of workers and the demands of firms. Relevant policies include education, skills training, and the rules that govern employment in the formal sector. Priority action areas identified by the Let’s Work program include the following:

1. **Expand education access with quality, especially for low-income households and for girls.** The Jobs Diagnostic shows that education is the most important determinant of labor force participation and that there are significant skill premiums for better-educated workers in the private sector. These high returns to education suggest that a shortage of skilled workers might be a binding constraint for Zambia’s economy. Firms’ frequent use of foreign skilled workers is further evidence of a shortage of well-trained nationals, since bringing in an expat worker is usually far more expensive than using local hires. Poor households and girls are the most affected by the lack of access to secondary and tertiary education. Two-thirds of those in secondary education are from the top and richest two quintiles. Children from the bottom 50 percent make up only 7 percent of college enrollment and almost nil at the university level. Poor rural girls face particularly severe challenges in education access. There are also systematic problems of low completion rates and poor learning outcomes across the public education system. The obvious policy response is to re-double efforts to increase the coverage and quality of secondary education – especially in poor rural areas, using delivery mechanisms that reinforce provider accountability for service quality. As well as ensuring that students learn what they are supposed to, the other dimension of education quality is ensuring a match between what is taught and what the economy needs workers to know. This is especially important in post-secondary education, where vocational skills are taught. There is a need to shift university programs toward producing professionals who can meet the needs of private firms instead of focusing primarily on the requirements of the public sector.
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12 Zambia’s 2017 Doing Business ranking was 98th out of 190 countries; 20th out of 52 lower-middle-income countries and 7th out of 48 economies in Sub-Saharan Africa.

2. **Improve the quality and market-relevance of Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) programs by linking service providers’ payments to trainees’ job placement and offering matching grants for in-firm training programs.** Zambia’s TVET programs of non-university tertiary training need to be better-gear to the market’s needs. They should support upskilling and skill training for economic diversification into agribusiness, tourism, and construction, which can provide opportunities for large numbers of young people to engage in off- and non-farm work in rural and urban areas alike. Priority should be given to developing missing skills in the regional labor markets identified as having high jobs development potential (see Pillar 3). Given the prevalence of informal work in Zambia, TVET should not be focused only on training workers to take up formal wage jobs. As shown by the value chain studies supported by the Let’s Work Partnership, Zambia has high potential to improve the productivity and earnings of smallholder farmers who remain self-employed, but develop commercial linkages in activities such as chicken and fish production, which also generate increased demand for the grains used in animal fodder. Training smallholders in modern production techniques will be a critical part of this transformation. Delivery mechanisms for these services should ensure the market relevance of the skills being taught, by linking payments for service providers to job placements. Matching grants could be used to encourage firms to set up in-house training programs linked to business expansion plans. For those workers who aspire to develop their own businesses, many of them young and many of them women, it is also important to offer entrepreneurship training. Another priority should be the training of construction workers in green techniques that maximize the use of indigenous materials, reducing costs. There is also a need for promotional campaigns around site safety and workers’ rights in the construction industry, where many young men work in informal, precarious arrangements.

3. **Design labor regulations to encourage the growth of formal jobs.** Labor norms are needed to clarify societal expectations about what constitutes fair treatment in the workplace and to protect workers from the consequences of asymmetric information between employers and workers about the value of their work. There is no right answer to what precise levels of benefits should exist, but the government and social partners involved in the negotiation of labor norms should aim to strike a balance between protecting workers in the formal sector and the promotion of new formal sector jobs. This is often a controversial field, and Zambia is no exception. The Zambia Federation of Employers regularly states that over-protective labor regulations create a disincentive for firms to hire workers in the formal sector. However, data from the World Bank Enterprise Surveys suggest that labor norms in Zambia are broadly in line with regional comparators. For example, the minimum wage in Zambia is 87 percent of the per-capita Gross National Income, which is similar to the regional average of 70 percent reported for Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), although considerably above the global average of 48 percent. Nevertheless, it remains important to take into account trends in productivity when considering adjustments to the minimum wage. Average severance pay in Zambia is the equivalent of 87 weeks’ pay, compared with the SSA average of 26 weeks, but few Zambian workers qualify for that benefit. Overall, only 6 percent of the Zambian employers interviewed in the Enterprise Survey identified labor rules as a major constraint to doing business, which is half the average of 12 percent reported for SSA. However, policy makers should bear in mind that this might reflect the lack of enforcement. Where evasion is easy, firms are less likely to complain about labor norms, but they might still avoid expanding employment to levels where evasion would become more difficult, especially if their productivity is too low to cover the cost of complying with the regulations. According to International Labour Organization (ILO) data, only 10.5 percent of the Zambian labor force contributes to a pension plan, compared with the SSA average of 8.4 percent. If policymakers seek to increase the proportion of jobs in formal sector wage employment, they should consider options to reduce the cost of complying with labor regulations. In this context, it would make sense to consider alternative financing arrangements for social insurance. When social insurance such as pensions is financed by payroll retentions, it increases the tax wedge between the total cost of labor and take-home pay, which can reduce incentives to create or take formal jobs. For work-
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ers on low earnings, high retentions for social insurance and taxation can create an incentive in favor of informality. Similarly, for small businesses considering expanding and formalizing their activities, such costs can be a significant disincentive. Special arrangements for small companies and low-income workers, such as low-tax bands and simple, consolidated payments, can make a big difference to formalization.15

PILLAR 3. SECTORAL AND REGIONAL POLICIES TO INCREASE LABOR DEMAND

To achieve rapid improvements in jobs outcomes, Zambia will need to go beyond improving economic policy fundamentals and strengthening labor market, education, and training institutions. There is also a need to work directly on the demand side to remove constraints to job-creating investments. This calls for publicly financed programs to release the productive potential of different sectors and regions of Zambia by correcting the market failures that discourage firms from creating jobs. The market failures that affect job creation in Zambia, as in other SSA countries, include divergences between the market costs and economic opportunity costs of inputs, including labor, in situations of high unemployment, and input costs with indirect tax elements. They also include capital constraints that limit access to capital for small firms without a track record or lacking assets that can be placed in guarantee for loans; coordination failures that make it hard for producers to combine forces to set up shared infrastructure, such as irrigation strategies or pack houses; and spillover effects such as the gains for copycat firms that benefit from the discovery costs incurred by innovators. Of particular importance are social externalities: benefits that accrue to society in general and not just to the investor and workers in a given firm. Some examples of relevant externalities include the increase in future growth potential that comes from young people getting work opportunities, leading to on-the-job learning; the benefits to society from reduced delinquency among youth who get jobs opportunities; and social benefits from increased investments in children’s human capital that comes from women getting jobs and incomes. All these market failures can reduce the private rate of return on investments and/or increase the social rate of return of an investment, relative to the private return. There are many potential points of entry for public policies to correct market failures and shift jobs outcomes closer to the social optimum, but it isn’t feasible to work on all of them at once. Rather, the government should analyze potential interventions to determine which are likely to be the most cost-effective, in terms of generating the maximum possible of better jobs outcomes with the available public funds. The following paragraphs suggest some possible priorities for points of entry in Zambia, based on the findings of the Jobs Diagnostic and the Let’s Work Partnership’s value chain studies.

1. **Priority sectors and regions.** Most manufacturing and services are presently geographically concentrated the Lusaka and Copperbelt regions. But there are large concentrations of poor Zambians outside of these regions, especially in the center and east of the country16. Policymakers should consider strategies to accelerate job creation in those regions, especially by developing sectors which are relatively labor-intensive and those with low capital-labor ratios. Some productive sectors that would appear to have good potential for expansion in those regions include agribusiness value chains, tourism, and light industry.

2. **Agribusiness value chains.** Improving jobs outcomes for poor Zambians doesn’t necessary mean moving them out of agriculture. There’s high potential to generate better jobs for excluded rural populations by linking them to modern, capitalized farming businesses that supply urban markets. With abundant land resources, a very low population density, and land borders with eight neighboring countries, Zambia has high potential to supply the regional market in the urban centers of Zambia, Congo, Zimbabwe and Malawi — Lusaka, Copperbelt, Lumumbashi, Harare, and Lilongwe. The analysis of firms’ dynamics in the Jobs Diagnostic showed that Zambia already has commercial farms with higher labor productivity than many manufacturing and mining companies. In an appropriate macroeconomic and trade-facilitation setting (see Pillar 1), such companies would have the potential be internationally competitive, so there is scope to develop agro-processing for export and to


16 Spatial analysis for the Jobs Diagnostic shows that poverty density is highest in these regions, even though poverty rates are higher in the less densely populated north and west.
compete with imports in the Zambian market. As shown by the Let’s Work case studies of the chicken and fish value chains, strategies to increase output might include connecting smallholder farmers through aggregation strategies for grains and for higher value meat, dairy, and horticulture value chains that can feed into supermarkets both for domestic consumption and into exports.

3. **Infrastructure development.** To develop Zambia’s jobs potential, investments are needed in electricity, roads, irrigation, and logistics. The prevalence of rain-fed agriculture is a major source of low productivity and of seasonal underemployment in rural areas because farming is limited to the rainy season. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and International Finance Corporation (IFC) estimate that only 30 percent of irrigable land is irrigated, and less than five percent of all arable land is irrigated. Expanding irrigation is a clear priority, both through large-scale operations and through small-scale systems that open up options of commercial farming for smallholders. Other priorities include expanding the electricity grid, which also requires resolving the regulatory policy problems mentioned in Pillar 1; and giving greater priority in roads sector policy to improving access roads in sectors with high productive potential and large concentrations of poor people.17

4. **Secondary town development.** To avoid further metropolitan congestion, much of the expansion of agro-processing and other forms of light manufacturing could be concentrated in secondary towns that are located between the farming areas and the destination markets. Secondary town development has been shown to produce positive spinoffs for farmer incomes in the surrounding rural areas. Planners should consider options to create appropriate spaces for such firms, with the necessary infrastructure linkages.

5. **Re-design subsidy policies to promote jobs-rich transformations.** If Zambia wants to promote a jobs-rich transformation in agriculture, it should reconsider the present set of policies for support to grain farmers, especially the Farmer Input Subsidy Program (FISP). As well as being relatively regressive and favoring less-poor farmers, FISP tends to prop up the existing structure of low-productivity agriculture. It would be better to focus public support on the expansion of higher value-added farming of diversified products for both agriculture and animal husbandry, which tend to be much more jobs-intensive and have higher income-elasticity of demand. This could be done by offering capital subsidies to support producers that are prepared to take the risk of moving into those products and generating better jobs for poor Zambians. Similar policies could be developed to support jobs-intensive investments in other high potential sectors, such as tourism and light manufacturing, and in SME companies, in general, in the priority regions18. At the same time, the government should consider developing a stronger program of targeted social transfers for the extreme poor in regions with more limited short-term possibilities for productive inclusion.
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17 In line with these priorities, the World Bank Group is supporting projects on rural roads and irrigation development and the African Development Bank is providing support to the government in the electricity sector.

18 The World Bank finds that small firms [less than 20 employees] have the largest shares of job creation, and highest sales growth and employment growth, even after controlling for firm age. Large firms, however, have higher productivity growth. Conditional on size, young firms are the fastest growing and large mature firms have the largest employment shares but small young firms have higher job creation rates. However, while small firms employ a large share of workers and create most jobs in developing economies, their contribution to productivity growth is not as high as that of large firms. Source: Ayyagari, M; Demircuc-Kunt, A; Maksimovic, V. 2011. Small vs. young firms across the world: contribution to employment, job creation, and growth. Policy Research working paper; no. WPS 5631. Washington, DC: World Bank.
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